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W

e are pleased to announce the call for papers for a special
issue of the Journal of Disaster Research on “Modeling of
Human-Policy-Technology Nexus and Simulation for Disaster
Response and Business Continuity.”
This special issue targets state-of-the-art research results, case studies,
and information on disaster response and business continuity planning for
academic researchers, practitioners, and policy makers interested in design, evaluation, and training related to these topics.
This issue welcomes submissions from all disciplines and application
domains, including healthcare, transportation, lifeline infrastructure, the
service industry, etc., that have interest in or are related to disaster response, business continuity planning, or modeling and simulation.
Potential submissions may include, but are not limited to the following.
1. A survey study of the current status of BCP preparedness in various domains
2. A survey study of disaster response, business continuity, or recovery in past disasters
3. Mathematical or agent-based modeling and simulation of disaster response, including
business continuity and recovery
4. Human factors and human modeling and simulation related to disaster response or business continuity and recovery
5. Simulation-based optimization of disaster response, business continuity, or recovery operations
6. Design and evaluation of BCPs
7. Training and education for BC and BC planning
8. A case study on a relevant issue
Paper Submission, Import Dates, and Publication
・Language:

・Number of pages:

English/Japanese*

（* 和文原稿は弊社で英訳し原著者校訂を経て、英文原稿で査読を行います。）

Average 8 printed pages (For detail, see the "Instruction to Authors.")
Manuscripts should be written in Word/TeX file formatted to JDR style.

・Submission deadline: August 31, 2022 (in English) / August 10, 2022 (in Japanese)
February 1, 2023 (Vol.18 No.2)
・Publication:
Submission/Inquiry

JDR Editorial Office, Fuji Technology Press Ltd.: disaster@fujipress.jp
・Review: All submitted papers will be reviewed by two reviewers and decision of acceptance/
rejection will be made by the Guest Editor/JDR Editorial Board.
・ Pubication fee: A page charge (publication fee) is required for publication. For details,
please see the URL: https://www.fujipress.jp/jdr/dr-authors/#page_charge.
・For details on submission, please visit the URL: https://www.fujipress.jp/jdr/dr-authors/.
・JDR is an OPEN ACCESS journal and indexed in ESCI, Scopus, and Compendex (Ei).
・All JDR Papers can be downloadad for free at our website: https://www.fujipress.jp/jdr/dr/.
・For details of the journal, please visit our website: https://www.fujipress.jp/jdr/dr/.
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